LONDON FESTIVAL OF ARCHITECTURE
ILLUMINATED RIVER WALKING TOUR
Illuminated River is the first cohesive lighting
project on the Thames; realised by artist
Leo Villareal, architects Lifschutz Davidson
Sandilands, lighting designers Atelier Ten
and 15 other specialists. Using subtly moving
sequences of LED lights to unify the bridges
and highlight the architecture and history
of the river, this dynamic artwork enhances
nine bridges within central London.
Atelier Ten provided the lighting and electrical
engineering, and energy analysis for this
project. This walking tour contains a mix of
technical information about the project and
the practicalities of carrying it out, as
well some history of the bridges.
The bridges are illuminated from dusk until
2:00am each night. The tour covers around
2.5 miles and should take around 1 to 1.5
hours to walk.
Feel free to take pictures along the way and
share on social media with the hashtags:
#illuminatedriver #atelierten #LFA2021
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START
We start the walking tour on the south bank of the
River Thames on Albert Embankment. (Closest Tube
stations: Lambeth North, Westminster, Vauxhall.) ►
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STOP 1
Facing the River Thames, look left towards
Lambeth Bridge.
Before beginning any other work on this project,
Atelier Ten carried out a survey from Albert Bridge
to Tower Bridge and we used this to set targets for
the luminance, or brightness, of each bridge. As well
as reducing energy usage, these targets were set
to reduce light pollution to safeguard local flora and
fauna. The team developed custom light shields
to prevent light landing on the water’s surface and
these light shields can be seen here, on Lambeth
Bridge, as well as on Cannon Street Railway and
London Bridges.
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STOP 1
Of all the bridges, lighting Lambeth was the
trickiest – our team had to aim each light individually
to follow the curve of the arch while minimising any
light “spilling” onto the river. Aiming and adjusting
the lights on each bridge had to be done with a
team of abseilers at night, so the light would be
visible. On Lambeth Bridge, each side of each arch
took a full night to aim – 20 nights in total. After
installation, aiming and adjusting lights on all the
bridges took 80 nights.
Continue the tour by walking north along Albert
Embankment. ►
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STOP 2
Walk until you reach a good view of
Westminster Bridge.
Completed in 1862, Westminster Bridge was the
first stone bridge constructed across the Thames in
500 years. This bridge borders the UNESCO World
Heritage Site of the Palace of Westminster. Many
of the bridges on the Thames, including this one,
are “listed”, or protected to preserve their historical
status. One of the challenges for the team was
designing custom brackets to allow the lighting
to be fixed to these protected structures without
causing any visual detriment.
The brackets also had to be designed to be
robust and very simple to install, as each custom
bracket was to be installed by abseilers hanging
from the bridges.
Continue along the river until you have passed
Westminster Bridge. ►
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STOP 3
Turn and look back towards Westminster Bridge.
Westminster Bridge is green, which echoes the
leather seats in the House of Commons. Notice the
light sequencing by Leo Villareal includes soft green
tones to compliment the bridge’s iconic colour.
Continue to walk, passing the London Eye. ►
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STOP 4
Just past the Jubilee Gardens, pause and look
towards the Golden Jubilee Footbridges.
These footbridges, designed by Lifschutz Davidson
Sandilands, flank the Hungerford Railway Bridge
and were constructed to commemorate the Queen’s
golden jubilee in 2002, and replaced a single narrow
walkway. During construction of the footbridges, there
were concerns unexploded ordnance might be found
in the riverbed, so some of the foundations for these
footbridges were dug by hand.
Continue along the Thames, past Waterloo Bridge. ►
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STOP 5
Just past the National Theatre, turn to look back
at Waterloo Bridge.
Today’s Waterloo Bridge was designed by Sir Giles
Gilbert Scott, also the designer of Battersea Power
Station and the red telephone box. Women were
employed to complete the construction of this bridge
during World War II, and it was completed in 1942.
The line of lights along this bridge has 24,760
pixels, allowing a finer resolution in the artwork
than on any of the other bridges. Each individual
light fitting on each bridge is individually controlled.
A coding system, created by Leo Villareal,
choreographs the dynamic and ever-changing
artwork – and it never repeats.
Continue the tour towards the Oxo Tower. ►
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STOP 6
As you round the corner past the Oxo Tower,
Blackfriars Bridge comes into view. Pause here.
Blackfriars Bridge is located at the tidal turning point
of the Thames, which influenced John Birnie Philip’s
decorative carvings on the columns on either side. On
the upstream side (this side), carvings of freshwater
birds were incorporated, while on the downstream
side (the east side), seabirds and marine life are
depicted. The new lighting installation emphasises
these carvings at night.
Continue past both Blackfriars Road and
Rail Bridges. ►
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STOP 7
Pause in front of the Tate Modern Garden, with
a good view of Millennium Bridge.
Millennium Bridge, completed in 2000, was the first
new pedestrian bridge in London in more than a
century (as the Golden Jubilee Footbridges replaced
a pre-existing bridge they weren’t considered “new”).
Foster + Partners’ original design concept included
a blade of light running the length of the bridge,
however this was not realised as part of the
original construction.
In consultation with the architects, Leo Villareal has
referenced the original lighting concept in his artwork.
Continue past Millennium Bridge. ►
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STOP 8
Just past the Millennium Bridge, on its east side,
pause and turn to look back at the bridge.
Millennium Bridge was famously “wobbly” due to the
positive feedback phenomenon, whereby pedestrians
on a bridge have an unconscious tendency to
synchronise their footsteps. The resulting swaying
problem was solved by retrofitting the structure with
energy-dissipating dampers. The design of the light
fittings for this bridge included sliding connections to
allow for 95 millimetres of movement that still occur
during seasonal changes in temperature.
Continue a few steps further, past the
Bankside Pier. ►
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STOP 9
Pause just past the Pier, with a good view of
Southwark Bridge.
When the original Southwark Bridge was unveiled in
1819, it marked a first – the bridge was illuminated
by 30 gas lamps. That bridge was demolished in
1913 and the bridge we see today dates from 1921.
Leo Villareal’s artwork here highlights the ironwork
on the sides of the arches and underneath the
bridge itself.
From this point, continue downstream. Walk
underneath Southwark Bridge, take the stairs to the
top of the bridge and walk halfway across the River,
for views up- and downstream. ►
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STOP 10
Looking west (or upstream) along the Thames, in
the direction you have come from, you should be
able to see some of the bridges you have already
walked past.
From the outset, the aim of this project has been
to light the bridges sensitively in relation to their
surroundings. In some cases, this meant reducing
the amount of lighting installed, to reduce impact
on the environment or to allow local landmarks to
stand out. In other cases, such as Millennium
Bridge, lighting is provided to highlight structural
and architectural qualities.
Turn around to look downstream (east) along
the Thames.
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STOP 10
Looking east, the nearest bridge is Cannon Street
Railway Bridge. This is the only rail bridge included
in the Illuminated River artwork. Originally, the bridge
included two footpaths alongside the rail tracks,
however these were removed when the bridge
was widened and strengthened in 1893.
The Cannon Street Railway Bridge, despite being
one of the oldest bridges on the Thames, had never
before been lit.
Continue the rest of the way along Southwark Bridge
to the north bank. As you near the end of the bridge,
take the stairs down to the lower embankment. ►
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STOP 11
Continue along the Riverside Walk. Where Hanseatic
Walk turns into Oystergate Walk, pause and look back
towards Cannon Street Railway Bridge.
The light artwork on this bridge emphasises its
utilitarian character, highlighting the massive
columns supporting each span. The colours of both
Cannon Street and Southwark Bridges are drawn
from Impressionist colour palettes, although note
that Southwark Bridge uses colour with more
saturation than here on Cannon Street.
To make sure train drivers don’t get distracted
by the lighting, additional baffles were included
in the installation on this bridge.
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STOP 11
Turn to look eastward towards London Bridge.
There has been a bridge in this location for more
than 2,000 years. Until 1729, London Bridge was
the only road crossing on the Thames downstream
of Kingston. By the 1960s, the 1831 bridge designed
by John Rennie required replacement. Yes, London
Bridge was sold to an American in 1968. No, contrary
to urban myth, the buyer did not mistakenly believe
he was purchasing Tower Bridge.
Continue along the Thames, passing
London Bridge. ►
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STOP 12
After passing London Bridge, turn to look back at it.
This current bridge dates from 1973 and is actually
hollow (as is Waterloo Bridge), with voids large
enough to walk through. The Illuminated River
team used these voids to run cables and other
infrastructure for the lighting installations
across the bridge.
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You have now seen all nine of the Illuminated River
bridges. In total, 45 kilometres of cable, 9,828
light fittings, 184 control enclosures and 200,000
channels for the controls were installed as part
of this project.
The average amount of energy each bridge requires
for its lighting is around 10 kilowatts – equivalent
to the amount of electricity needed to power five
typical fan heaters.
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END
From the end of the tour, the closest Tube stations
are Tower Hill (make your way to Lower Thames
Street and continue east to the station) or London
Bridge (cross London Bridge to the south bank
of the river).
If you would like to find out more about the
project or our work, please email
jonathan.gittins@atelierten.com or visit
www.illuminatedriver.london
Good night and safe travels!

